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Published: September 02, 2008 in Knowledge@SMU 
Spurred on by a sustained economic boom, big businesses in China are increasingly looking to extend their success
overseas. At the inaugural Ho Bee lecture in July 2008 at the Singapore Management University (SMU), Marshall
Meyer described the compelling journeys of two Chinese corporations, Haier Group and Lenovo, as they ventured
into mergers and acquisitions (M&As) outside China. Meyer is professor of management at Wharton, University of
Pennsylvania, and is also SMU’s first Ho Bee professorship in Chinese economy and business.   
The path to globalisation does not always run smooth. According to Meyer, the main obstacles confronting Haier and
Lenovo were issues of transparency, governance and cultural integration. Although the outcomes in the end were
different -- appliances giant Haier failed to acquire Maytag Corporation, while Lenovo successfully took over IBM’s
personal computer division -- they exposed key differences between China’s commercial and cultural practices and
those elsewhere, in particular the US.
The Collective Goes Multinational    
Set up in the early eighties in Qingdao, China, Haier Group had its roots in refrigerator manufacturing, expanding
rapidly into other sectors. “The founder, Zhang Ruimin, had the foresight to take over loss-making government
plants and, through his vision, turn them around,” said Meyer. “In just over 20 years, Haier became a leading
multinational manufacturer carrying out activities in 15 industrial parks with a turnover of US$16.2 billion in 2007.”
Today Haier provides a wide range of home appliances and consumer electronic products through a worldwide
network of sales and marketing offices covering 168 countries. The group’s unique advantage is its culture of
continuous innovation. Haier runs 10 design institutes and its extensive range of products -- comprising more than
16,000 models in 96 categories -- are sold in markets across the Middle East, south and southeast Asia, Europe and
the US.
The foundation for Haier’s success lay in the rigid discipline Zhang insisted on from the outset. He ran such a tight
ship that some observers wondered whether Haier’s modus operandi was more like the military than business.
“Zhang’s passion for instilling quality is legendary,” Meyer commented. “It dates back to the early days when there
were complaints about the poor quality of refrigerators. To drive home the message, he went onto the factory floor
and used a sledgehammer to destroy inferior refrigerators turned out by the production line.”  
Meyer added, “If it can be done, the founder will make every employee a strategic business unit. That’s the degree
of accountability for results and mistakes he expects from employees.”
The white goods sector operates on very thin margins globally. With an eye to entering the higher end market
abroad, in June 2005, Haier made a US$1.3 billion bid on US-based Maytag Corporation. The winning bid was
ultimately made by Whirlpool. “One important consideration in the US is the requirement for full disclosure of the
acquirer’s ownership in a takeover situation,” explained Meyer. This proved to be an obstacle for Haier.
Curiously, the Haier Group remains a collective, not a state-owned enterprise. Despite the global scale of its
operations, ownership of the Group—not its listed subsidiaries—is fuzzy, lacking transparency about its governance
structure and practices common to corporations in developed economies. The group’s bankers were hard put to
explain the ownership status of the Haier Group, which, as a collective, is not clearly defined. Eventually, Whirlpool
won the takeover battle, reaching an agreement to pay US$2.7 billion in stock and cash for Maytag.
If You Can’t Beat ‘em, Buy ‘em
In contrast to Haier, when Legend -- subsequently rebranded as Lenovo -- bought over IBM’s PC business in 2004-
2005, transparency proved to be its strength. Prior to the IBM acquisition, the Hong-Kong based (though Chinese
controlled) Legend Group was 54% owned by Beijing-based Legend Holdings and 46% owned by other shareholders.
Legend Holdings, in turn, was 65% government-owned with 35% owned by its staff.
“Legend reached its peak in 2002 with 30% of market share in China,” said Meyer. “The acquisition was prompted by
the incumbent realising it was losing domestic share to new players like Dell and Hewlett-Packard which had entered
the market. It tried different strategies, first diversifying product offerings, then downsizing, followed by price war
against its competitors, all without much success.”
The acquisition was finalised at an agreed price of US$1.75 billion for Lenovo to take over IBM’s desktop PC
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business, including manufacturing and R&D. The deal was structured such that IBM continues to have a voice in the
PC business while Lenovo moved its headquarters to New York and later to North Carolina.
The acquisition resulted in Lenovo amassing a combined turnover of US$13 billion to rank third globally in the sector.
Press reports a few months later quoted Lenovo’s president Yang Yuanging as saying the takeover would speed up
the company’s global expansion plans by 10 to 20 years, whereas growing organically would cost it more than US$2
billion.
Meyer pointed out that the takeover succeeded largely because of the participation of US partners, in this case,
private equity investors. A consortium comprising Texas Pacific Group, Newbridge Capital and General Atlantic
provided US$350 million in financing. “The consortium initially bid against Lenovo for the IBM PC business; once
Lenovo realized that they needed the help of TPG and its partners the consortium was able to enter on incredibly
favourable terms,” he said.
“Lenovo had no choice,” explained Meyer. “They made a public announcement in December 2004 and had to follow
through with the acquisition as it was a high profile takeover which had to be signed, sealed and delivered.”
As a condition of participation, the consortium was guaranteed minimum returns on top of shares and options in
Lenovo. This also gave the consortium effective control over the strategy committee, the integration of Lenovo and
IBM’s corporate cultures, and the recruitment of top management including the appointment of Lenovo’s CEO.
In its latest results for 2007-2008, Lenovo reported full year sales of US$16.4 billion, a 17% increase from the
previous year, registering strong performance in all regions and product segments. It gained a pre-tax income,
excluding restructuring, of US$560 million, up 237%, and has net cash reserves of US$1.6 billion.
In a press statement, president and CEO William J. Amelio attributed Lenovo’s success to its “worldsourcing business
model” which he defined as a “complete approach to doing business in a new global economy that transcends
boundaries, cultures and structures. It enables us to leverage our cultural and geographic strengths to manage
costs, increase efficiency and harness the power of innovation from across the global organisation.”
 
Lenovo’s success came at a price, however, according to Meyer. There have been cultural integration challenges
and the initial results following the acquisition were mixed. In addition, the US$710 million takeover of Gateway by
Taiwan’s Acer in 2007 has toppled Lenovo from third to fourth position globally.
The next wave of Chinese companies eyeing M&As overseas will not be as conspicuous as the first generation,
Meyer believes. They include entities such as China International Marine Containers, Shanghai Zenhua Port
Machinery and Zhujiang (Pearl River) Piano. These low profile companies dominate the domestic and global arena in
industries encompassing marine shipping containers, container terminal machinery and musical instruments.
The New Economy Outside In   
Turning to prospects for inbound investment within China, Meyer said that the existing inefficiencies in its economy
as a source of opportunity. “Unlike India, China’s problem is not hardware or infrastructure. The problem is software,
that is, obsolete institutions and business practices.” The high cost of logistics is one example. “China has 21st
century highways but a 19th century trucking industry that is not efficient and has not kept up with the times.”
Meyer also sees opportunities in China for Singapore companies to share their experience in doing business with
developed countries, especially with helping to bring the commercial and corporate legal framework up to speed to
suit the new economy.
For instance, local monopolies pose huge barriers to domestic commerce. “The particular circumstances in China,
ranging from outdated corporate and commercial laws -- and in the case of new anti-monopoly laws where there is a
lack of enforcement -- all present opportunities for Singapore,” Meyer emphasised. “Singapore’s approach towards
sovereign wealth management, for example, holds a lesson for managing and investing the huge reserves of China.”
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